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June Currents: Frantically Catching Up!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/?post_type=article&p=2079

The Summer is rushing by and I am madly trying to catch up with Currents. So many things to update
you on… Where to begin? First, here is the compilation of the articles published in June. It’s coming out
quite late, so my apologies for that. I promise the July  compilation will come out in a more timely
fashion. See, the month of June saw us taking some vacation in Spain, France and Portugal (we even
managed to get out sailing in Barcelona!). When we came home, a whirlwind of visitors (family and
friends) was waiting for us. Between visiting and catching up on work, July flew by. Anyway, I hope you
enjoy the June compilation of submissions in .pdf format. As you know, you can look at it on your own
device all at once, or you can print it if you prefer to read that way.
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Sailing in Barcelona

Currents Cover Photo Contest: Results

The Currents cover photo contest results are in! We had many awesome submissions and, in spite of all
being winners in our biased eyes, we had to choose 12 or 14 to be used for the cover of Currents in the
next year. You can see the winners in this photo album. I would like to thank everyone who sent in a
submission, as well as the selecting committee for the work they did to choose the winners. I know it
wasn’t an easy task!

The August Rendezvous

Have you RSVP‘d to the August Rendezvous  yet? This fun event organised by the Vancouver Chapter is
taking place this coming weekend: August 1, 2 and 3.  If you haven’t RSVP’d yet, make sure you do
before you cast off the lines on your way to Newcastle Island. This year, BCA is providing the roast beef
for dinner, and it would be really helpful to have an idea of how many people will be there. If you already
RSVP’d… thank you! You are the best! I see that there are at least 20 RSVPs already!

If you would like to go to the rendezvous, but don’t have a boat, please let Denis know. He will put you
in touch with people who would like to take on crew.
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With this update I will sign-off with the promise that the July compilation of articles will be more timely.
Please keep sending in your stories. Since Currents is now online, we need content year round. And…
your stories make this publication the success that it is.

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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Currents Cover Photo Contest: And the Winners Are...

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/currents-cover-photo-contest-and-the-winners-are/

At last, the highly anticipated results of the Currents Cover photo contest are in! We received almost 90
submissions, and after much thoughtful deliberation by the Currents editing team the winning photos are 
posted in this photo album.

We would like to thank everyone who submitted items for the contest. There were some awesome
submittions, and really, they were all winners in our eyes! Having said that, we had to choose 12 to 14
pieces to have the covers done for the next year of Currents. So, without further ado, the winners are (in
no particular order):

Mary Anne Unrau, Traverssay II
David Greer, Dragonsinger
Norm and Beth Cooper, Sarah Jean II
Angela and Martin Minshall, Katie M II
Kirk Patterson, Silk Purse
Judy and Jordan Mills, Sea Turtle IV
Kelly and Carol Arnold, Intrepid II
David Stapells, Pelagia
Pam and Ted Simper, Roundabout II
Jo-Ann Heinz

I will sign off with a great big “thank you” to the Currents editing team, who stepped up to the plate and
helped select the best photos, following some very loose criteria: photos had to be portrait orientation,
resolution according to the parameters set in the Currents site and would have to allow for some space for
printing the month and year. It was no easy task! Thank you so much.

Image attribution: CC BY –  by  Sean MacEntee 

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch
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Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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August Rendezvous: Dreaming of the Med

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/august-rendezvous-dreaming-of-the-med/

The BCA August Rendezvous is just around the corner. This year, the theme for this fun get together is
the Mediterranean, and the venue is Newscastle Island Marine Provincial Park. We have reserved a
group campsite in the park, so feel free to bring a tent and camp for the night… Space on the dock is
limited and is first come, first serve. You can look up the prices on the website. There are many mooring
balls in the harbour (prices on the website as well) and of course, you can also anchor.

BCA is generously providing roast beef for the Sunday dinner, so all you have to contribute is
Mediterranean style appies, side dishes and desserts for the potluck.

As usual, there are lots of fun activities planned, so we hope to see many of you there. Also, if you wanna
come to the rendezvous but have no boat, or have a boat and are willing to host visitors, send Denis a note
and he will help you make arrangements.

Details for the Weekend
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What: Dreaming of the Med August Rendezvous (Celebrating the Mediterranean Sea and the countries
around it)
When: August 1, 2 and 3, 2015
Where: Newcastle Island Provincial Park
Registration: host boat Orca III  upon arrival
RSVP: Please RSVP to this event on the BCA website by July 25 so that we can plan to have enough
roast beef for dinner on Sunday

Schedule of events

The planning committee has a few fun events up their sleeve, but we promise there will be plenty of time
for boat visits, so be sure to have a tea-towel to hang from a spreader. In any case, here is what is planned
so far:

Saturday evening:

Appie Hour in the Park (bring an appie and BYOB – responsible drinking is permitted in the group
campsite reserved for BCA) Bring your musical instruments for the much awaited for BCA Jammin
Session!

Sunday all day:

Morning – Breakfast in the Park (bring your own coffee and mug) followed by a group activity
Lunch – Floating lunch in Nanaimo Harbour (Bring finger food to be shared across dinghies)
Afternoon – Boat visits and activities
Evening – Potluck dinner: BCA provides the roast beef. Please bring your favourite Mediterranean side
dish and appetizer or dessert. Don’t forget to wear your best Mediterranean attire! and… bring your
musical instruments to participate in a surprise musical event.

Monday morning:

Breakfast in the Park and check-out.
Please bring your own plates, cutlery and glasses/cups to all events.
Prizes will be given at each event! 

Thank you!

We would like to thank the sponsors who have generously supported our event with fantastic prize
donations:

Stem to Stern
 Roton
 Granville Island Boat Yard
Specialty Yachts
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Ocean Rigging & Hydraulics

Skookum Yacht Services

As well as: 

Evolution Sails
Hub Insurance
Hydrovane
Martin Marine
Ocean Forest Voyaging

Pacific Yacht Systems
Pacific Yachting Magazine

Protech Yacht Services
Dionne and Steve Tremblay
West Marine Vancouver
Whistler Brewing Co.

Steve White Rigging
Wright Mariner Supply

And we would also like to thank the organising committee for all the work they have done, the great food
and drinks at the meetings and overall, the great fun we all had coming up with crazy ideas. Thank you 
Nancy and Stephen Carlman, Denis Heinrichs, Dionne and Steve Tremblay. You are truly the best!

Hope to see many of you there, and please don’t forget to RSVP.

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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Summertime... And Your Burgee Needs Replacing...

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/summertime-burgee-needs-replacing/

That’s right, summer is around the corner and it is high time to get out onto the water, if you haven’t
already done so.  And when you do, what is the state of your BCA burgee?  Is it brand spanking new,
never been flown?  Is it looking pretty good, excitedly awaiting the first hoist of the season?  Is it limply
hanging, faded and forlorn, where you left it last winter?  Can you tell it has seen better days when you
pull it from the locker?  Or do you find yourself muttering, “Burgee? What burgee?”

Depending on your answer to any of the above questions, you will be delighted to hear that BCA has just
received a supply of new and improved burgees from our new supplier, Lana Wong (who also happens to
be a BCA member), and they are all looking for new homes (aka boats).  You can order your burgee 
online using Credit Card or PayPal, or if you are in Victoria or Vancouver, you can purchase one (and a
spare) at the upcoming June club night, with cash or cheque.

To address various concerns raised over the past year or so, we are pleased to report that these new
burgees are made with 9lb break-strength clear SolarFix PTFE (Teflon) thread that is immune to UV
rays, acid rain (heaven forbid!), cleaning solution chemicals or extreme weather (please not in BC this
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summer…), will not mildew or rot, and is inflammable to 550F melting point.  Five times more expensive,
but guaranteed to outlast the fabric!

The stitching has been changed too; it is double-straight on the edges to increase strength, and the point
edge is reinforced with four lines.  The fabric is 200 denier nylon, including the hanging edge (instead of
cotton polyester tape), and is three times more durable.  Lastly, the grommets are 100% solid brass.

Of course, because we are cruisers and want to get our monies’ worth when we buy anything for our
boats, be sure to take these critical steps to extend the life of your burgee:

Remember to take it down and store inside when not in use.
Hand wash with gentle mild detergent, cool water, no bleach, hang dry. (Keep your burgee away
from petroleum and chemical products.)
Take the burgee down during storms whenever possible, as high winds, especially when
accompanied by rain, will cause damage.
Check the fly end of the burgee for signs of wear. If wear appears, the worn part should be cut off
and the burgee re-hemmed.
Never fold or store a burgee when it is wet, because wet burgees mildew and this ruins the fabric.
Let it hang dry completely before putting away.

Best of all?  There is no price increase!  A mere $28 will get you a brightly coloured, beautiful burgee
that you can enjoy and fly with pride.  Another “ripple effect” of a new burgee is that no one will wonder
what on earth you are flying and it’s sure to attract attention, as everyone wants to know about the
amazing things that BCA does for its members!  So while you’re in that “feeling-good-about-BCA-and-
summer” mode, grab a couple of the BCA promotional postcards at Club Night (created by Advertiser
Watchkeeper, Norm Cooper) to keep onboard, so you can give one to all those interested wannabee-BCA-
members.

Lastly, for those who always appreciate a bit more history, the BCA burgee came about as a result of a
competition held amongst the founding members of BCA in July 1978.  In true Canadian style, those first
Watchkeepers had their own “great flag debate”.  As a guideline, three main criteria were established to
assist with the selection process:

1. The burgee should be clearly recognizable from the top of a 50’ mast;
2. It should be easy to make by hand (from scraps of material likely to be found on a cruising yacht);

and,
3. It should be handsome and meaningful.

Through a process of elimination and modification, 12 original burgee designs were reduced to four and
these were then displayed on a board.  The Watchkeepers were asked to rank these four in order of
preference, by secret ballot.  The result was virtually unanimous, based on a design by Teresa Lucas.The
burgee that flies today at your masthead or yardarm was deemed to meet all of the above criteria and has
a simple, straightforward interpretation:  “The BCA burgee depicts an ocean swell at sunset, which
beckons us offshore.”
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About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
is Commodore of BCA.

_______________________________________________
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Emergency on Board and Rescue by Mexican Navy (Part II)

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/wife-rescued-boat-holed-part-ii/

Part II begins with the skipper’s recap of the incident aboard Zwerver II that lead to Thea being rescued
by the Mexican Navy and continues with Jon’s misadventures with the same rescue vessel.

My Wife is Rescued… But my Boat is Holed

There was only 12 knots of wind and we were going down wind with the Genoa poled out to port. I really
wanted to try wing-on-wing with the main so I placed a block tied to the starboard bow bollard and ran a
line from the end of the boom forward as a preventer, through the block and back to the starboard Genoa
winch so we could be safely in the cockpit and use a winch to control lines.

I asked Thea to start winching to take up the slack on the 3/8 double braid preventer, but the line must
have caught a side vent and it snapped. Hard to believe, but she wasn’t sensing tension and just cranking.
The boom was at midships, no sail raised at this point, but the angle of pull against a tight-centred main
sheet made it impossible for the main to move easily. I had explained the process of easing the main as
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she took up the slack, but Thea proceeded, thinking she was taking up slack when in fact she was
sheering the line against a vent edge and causing the line to slowly tear apart.

By this time, the main sheet had some play in it and needed to be tied off with the preventer. I then
suggested Thea go forward and tie off the preventer as I eased the main, which meant pulling on the
sheered line, which fed to the pulley sufficiently to position the boom one foot from the starboard rear
main stay. For some reason she started feeding the preventer line through a fairlead and at that very
moment the boom slowly swung to port and caught two of her fingers as the line tightened. She ended up
losing the two ends to two fingers at the first joint on each. Thank God it was her left hand, as she is right
handed!

I feel very badly about what happened, but it happened so fast and I had no idea she was threading line
where it didn’t need to go. In hindsight I should have done it, as she didn’t realize the consequences of
the line tightening. At the time we were both feeling so accomplished after three days at sea
from Ensenada, with everything going so well; the boat, sleep, shifts and cooking. As Thea states to
people, we were “on a roll” and knew we could continue to La Paz non-stop, which was scheduled for
eight days.

When Thea was successfully transferred aboard the Mexican Navy vessel that came to our rescue at the
south end of Isla Santa Margarita on March 25, two navy personnel were transferred to assist me take 
Zwerver to a suitable anchorage about 3 miles from Port Magdalena.  At approximately 1:00AM March
26, 2013, we arrived at the entrance to Bahia Magdalena and Zwerver was escorted by the same navy
vessel to the anchorage at Punta Belcher.

For some reason, the navy vessel went on ahead of the anchorage, at least a half mile or so, and by radio
instructed their personnel on board Zwerver to tell me where to steer to find the desired anchoring
location, which was in towards shore.  Zwerver arrived at the spot and put its engine into neutral,
awaiting the return of the navy vessel whose running lights we could see in the distance.  The navy vessel
approached us virtually head on, slightly to port of Zwerver. It was obvious to me and the two navy
assistants on board, that the navy boat had to either go to their port or starboard to avoid a collision. The
three of us could not believe what was happening as we were stopped and had no steerage to avoid
collision.

The navy boat started to turn to their port, which was across Zwerver’s bow. This action was too late. 
Zwerver’s bow made contact approximately mid-ships and with its protruding anchor ripped off the navy
vessel’s railings going aft, as well as a life ring.  As the navy boat accelerated to try to avoid the collision,
it put more pressure on Zwerver’s bow, probably pushing part of the railings through our bow on the port
side approximately 2? above the water line.  And so a very long day came to an end with the rescue boat
holing us!
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Temporary, but effective, bow repair

I woke up the next day early, having not slept well, realizing that I couldn’t visit Thea until I fixed the
hole and I couldn’t fix the hole before I inflated and launched the dinghy. And then I realized that a two
hour boat ride in Zwerver across the bay to San Carlos was necessary to connect with a bus/ taxi for the
one hour ride to Ciudad Constitucion. The current was running 3 knots, so balancing tools and applying
the patch while steadying the dinghy, took all my wits. I was able to secure a ready rod from inside and
bolt it to the outside, before attempting to thread on the patch materials. I then drilled, tapped and bolted
an extra bolt from the outside to prevent the patch from turning. If you can believe it, we travelled to La
Paz (180nm) and not a drop of water came in!  I always keep materials on board for these kinds of
emergencies; I used 1/2? star board with three layers of neoprene from Thea’s old 1/4? diving suit.

After waiting a week for Thea’s release, I was prepared to wait a few more days in Mag Bay to ensure
Thea’s fingers didn’t become infected, but her extended stay under clean conditions paid off.  From Mag
Bay the sailing went very smoothly, knowing the 15 knot winds were forecast from the NW for at least 3
days. We made Los Muertos ( north of Cabo San Lucas on the Sea of Cortez) for a two-day anchorage
before a day’s run to La Paz.  We would have stayed the one night except I got very sick from cooking
and eating clam chowder, made from fresh clams traded just before leaving Mag Bay. Thank God I ate
them at the anchorage. Lesson learned, don’t eat any shellfish under passage. I now don’t eat any
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shellfish, period.

Thea receives treatment for her hand

We made contact with the La Paz navy base and were very well treated by the number two in command
for the Navy section. It’s quite a garrison now with Army, Air Force and Navy working out of this
location. New docks, boats and maintenance facilities.  They helped us contact the Duty Captain from the
accident, via Sat phone, and arranged for a face-to-face meeting in La Paz the next Saturday. The Duty
Captain (head of the naval garrison who happened to be on board that night) brought the ship’s captain
and three other ratings for the meeting.

I believe that the correct procedure to transfer personnel from one vessel to another is for the arriving
vessel to approach from behind the stationary vessel and did not feel that Zwerver had any liability in our
unfortunate mishap. And, by written report, I had requested that the Navy cover the cost of Zwerver’s
repairs.

During our meeting, it was revealed that the ship’s captain had worked from 6am that morning of the
accident to 1am the following day without sleep. Also he had only been in this position for 6 months. He
was actually steering the Navy boat with a navigator at the time. The previous night he had had only 5
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hours of sleep.

It became obvious that we were not going to be able to get any financial support without a long drawn-out
process and even if we won, they could levy a much higher cost for the rescue, ambulance and full
hospital charges (reduced by Navy request).  Seeing that we could likely recover the small hospital
charges from Alberta Health, we spent most of the meeting confirming their excellent handling of Thea,
from the speed of response, to the qualified personnel on call, the expedient ambulance service and the
hospital care, for which we will be eternally grateful. Their doctor and Duty Captain even travelled with
Thea to the hospital in Cuidad Constitucion (an hour inland by car), then had to find their own way back
to San Carlos and travel another hour by boat to the remote naval base on Isla Margarita.

Good times again! A game of bocce ball in 2015: Jon, Jennifer, Thea, Donna and Dennis (S/V Ez Does It)

I hope this account gives some sense of the ordeal and how quickly things can change when you least
expect them.  In the two years since the accident, we have worked hard to return to a normal daily
cruising routine and good times, which I must say, have got better every day.  And we are still enjoying
the Sea of Cortez.

About The Author
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Thea and Jonathan Avis

Zwerver II - Van de Meer Ketch

Jon and Thea are from Edmonton, AB. With some help from Thea, Jon completely refurbished their 48'
steel Dutch ketch in 6 1/2 yrs, which was then trailered to Burrard Yacht Club where they has been
members ever since. Zwerver II sailed down the coast to Mexico in 2012 and has spent the three winters
in Sea of Cortez. One day, Thea and Jon may yet take off into the Pacific.

_______________________________________________
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A Day in the Life of Ty Dewi - Mid Atlantic

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/day-life-ty-dewi-mid-atlantic/

In 2007, Nick Ward and his young family emigrated from England to Canada, by way of a two year
cruise from England to the Caribbean and the Eastern Seaboard of the USA. Nick’s wife, Gesa, didn’t
relish the idea of an Atlantic Crossing with two young and active toddlers. So Nick, his father Dave and
two friends made the passage to Antigua. This is the first of two articles describing a day at sea, mid
Atlantic.

Thursday, November 22, 2007. 16:30UTC 17’06N 031’24W Wind NE5/6

We’re sailing fast right now, good breeze and just broke the record for the 24 hour run since I bought her:
152 miles from noon to noon.

Yesterday I thought I would jot down what I did in the day. We have fairly relaxed days, so I didn’t
reckon it would be too long, but here I am with many pages of text. Life out here is full in so many ways.

Today, my day starts at midnight. I’m dozing in the settee bunk in the saloon, drifting in and out of sleep
as we get used to the rolling motion of the boat. Ian taps me on the shoulder. ‘Your watch’ he says.
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It’s warm, so I’m just sleeping in my shorts, in a cotton sleeping bag liner. I get up, swinging myself out
over the lee cloth, a fabric barrier that stops me from falling out of bed as the boat rolls. Finding my t-
shirt and a light jacket, I dress in the moonlit cabin, trying to time my movements to those of the boat.

We exchange a few words. No ships, nice night, boat going fast but the autopilot’s making a funny noise.
I’d been worrying about the autopilot; it had been tripping out during the day. We’ve previously
christened the autopilot ‘Georgina’, and she’s a full time member of the crew. Without her, we’d be
hand steering; a dismal prospect for 15 days non-stop, 2 hours each, turn about turn. Now I’ve got to
think about what might be causing the problem.

 The chart table at night – mission control

I put on my life jacket and harness whilst Ian writes up the midnight log entry. Bidding him goodnight, I
step up towards the cockpit, find a harness line and clip it to the steel loop of my safety harness. I
remember that I’m not wearing my life tag, so I reach to the grab rail in the saloon, peel apart the velcro
strap and wrap the tag around my wrist. The harness should keep me on board if I trip or fall, but the tag
is always sending a radio signal to a box on the boat. If I and my tag fall over the side, the signal is lost
and an alarm sounds.

Clipped onto the boat now, I step out into the cockpit and stand, legs apart to balance for the rocking,
holding onto the spray hood rail and watch the moonlit waves roll under the boat, feeling the rise and fall
as we tumble our way across the Atlantic. I listen, the autopilot is noisy, working harder than it should
and making a ‘grrunch’ sound every minute or two.
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I sit down, un-clip my harness line from the u-bolt near the cabin and re-clip to the one at the back of the
cockpit. Moving to stand behind the wheel, I hit the button to turn off the pilot and take control of the
boat myself. It takes a few minutes of 100% concentration, judging the slew and twist of boat and waves
before I’m into the groove and can relax, my movements of the wheel becoming more instinctive and
automatic. And in those few minutes, the autopilot problem is clear to me. As I turn the wheel there’s a
delay, some slack, before I feel the rudder move. That final symptom helps it all click into place; there
must be a shortage of hydraulic fluid, the pilot is pushing against some air bubbles and not getting a
response. That’s good, now I know how to fix it, we just need to wait till daylight. I hand steer for most
of my two hour watch, enjoying a buzz from steering MY BOAT over this great ocean.

Finishing my watch at 2am, I wake Ed to take over, and head back to my bunk. I sleep fitfully, the noises
and motion of the boat intruding on my rest. I don’t hear the autopilot much though, so the guys must be
hand steering a fair bit, just using the pilot when they come below to check the radar.

Around 7am, I wake to the first glimmer of a grey dawn. The wind has risen nicely and it’s great sailing
weather. Ian and Dave are both up and on deck; Ian’s enjoying hand steering just as I had been earlier.
We all chat a little about the plan for the morning, then I go below to put the kettle on and get the
morning emails.

Email comes via the radio. I open up the computer and jot a quick note to Gesa, file a position report and
then prepare to dial into the email system. First thing to do is check the radio propagation. My email
software has a screen that shows the chance of connecting to various stations at certain times of the day.
Right now, the Belgium station shows green on 8422kHz, so I turn on the radio and modem, select the
frequency and listen. Bleeps and chirps suggest that someone else is already dialed in on that frequency,
so I wait. After a few minutes the sounds revert to the usual static and random beeps, so I click ‘connect’.
The lights flicker as the radio puts out full power and connects to Belgium. Two messages to send, and
two to download Gesa’s news from last night and a weather file. After 3 minutes, all is sent and received,
a tiny 10kbytes of data. It’s nice to hear from home, Gesa’s analysis of the weather looks good even if
things back in Cambridge are a little stressful right now. I’ll have to write something nice later to try and
cheer her up.

Switching off the radio, I load the weather file into the viewer and get the news we want. As Gesa had
already suggested, we’ll get favourable strong breezes all the way to Saturday. Need to work our way
south a little to about 17N in order to be well positioned for Friday but that’ll be easy. The kettle’s
boiling, it’s time for a coffee.

As coffee is made the remainder of the crew stir and stagger out of their bunks. We sit in the cockpit,
enjoying daybreak – the sun doesn’t rise till 8:30 – and sipping our coffee. We talk about the plan for
fixing the steering and changing sail.
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 Twin headsails for downwind running offshore

Coffee finished, we heave to. This is a very useful technique, where you tack the boat, putting her nose
through the wind – but don’t release the headsail. It lies against the inner forestay, trying to push the nose
down to leeward. Meanwhile the mainsail and rudder try to push her up to windward and, with these
forces balanced, the boat jogs along at about 1kt gently riding the waves. It’s very stable and
comfortable, useful for doing tasks like repairs or cooking in heavy weather.

We put the engine on gently and drop the mainsail. The batteries need to be charged, and the engine
replaces the balance of the main as we pack it away. The sail is quickly dropped, folded and the cover put
on. We probably won’t use it again for days. Whilst we’re at it, I pull the staysail cover out of the
forecabin and we put that on too, so our unused sails are protected from the ultraviolet rays that slowly
destroy sailcloth. With the boat still hove too and stable, we have breakfast.

The next job is the steering, so I dig out the tools and hydraulic fluid. The top up point is on top of the
steering pedestal, but to get at it we remove a wooden plate, which holds the main steering compass. This
is a delicate instrument so we carefully remove the holding screws, slide it back a few inches and
disconnect the wires for the compass light. That done, the compass is laid carefully on a cushion out of
the way. We remove the plug on the steering pump and can plainly see the fluid level well down on
where it should be. Good, looks like the diagnosis is correct. One of the fluid bottles has a pipe that
screws on the top, making it easy to squeeze the fluid into the pump. We empty it of the few milliliters in
there, then Dave and Ed top the bottle up from another full container, via a funnel. A roll of the boat
predictably tips fluid over the swearing pair, but it’s easily mopped up.
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We finish topping up the pump, work the wheel and autopilot a few times to get the air bubbles out and
put it all back together again. Next job is to raise the second headsail. This sail is hoisted in a groove on a
‘furler’, which is a roller that swivels to roll the whole sail up around it, thus reducing the area as the
wind gets stronger. The crew is now used to this procedure, so we work quickly and smoothly in our
tasks. We come out of hove to by releasing the jib sheet and steering us at ninety degrees to the wind. It’s
fast and stable for this job. Clipping my harness on, I take up position on the plunging bow, ready to feed
the new sail into it’s groove. Ian and Ed take the sail from it’s bag, tie on the sheets and halyard and feed
it to me. Ian pulls on the halyard and the sail slides easily up the rig. Dave manages lines back in the
cockpit. Tying off the halyard and the strop at the bottom, we can furl the two sails together a bit before
rigging the poles.

Each sail has a five metre pole that holds it out from the side of the mast and stops it flapping as we sail
with the wind behind us. Ed controls the lines that hoist the pole upwards, and I clip it to the jib sheet. As
Dave and Ian in the cockpit give us slack or tension on the sheets, we lift the pole four metres off the deck
and tension everything up. Moving to the other side, we do the same for the second sail and now we have
two little triangles of cloth, held by the poles, pushing us forward at full speed.

The whole maneuver only takes 10 minutes, and as we return to the cockpit and get on our way, Dad says
‘nice seamanship’ to me.That comment is all the praise I need!

The next part of Ty Dewi’s mid-Atlantic day will be published soon…..

About The Author

Nick Ward

Ty Dewi - Young Sun 43 Pilothouse

In 2007, Nick Ward and his young family emigrated from England to Canada, by way of a two year
cruise from England to the Caribbean and the Eastern Seaboard of the USA. They, and, Ty Dewi, now
live in the Comox Valley on Vancouver Island. 

_______________________________________________
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Psychological and Emotional Preparation for Offshore Sailing

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/psychological-emotional-preparation-offshore-sailing/

So, you’ve made the decision to sail offshore. For most people, preparation for offshore sailing means
getting the boat equipped and organized for a long passage; ensuring that all systems are working well,
and that all the check lists are getting ticked off. Preparation usually involves ensuring appropriate
training in navigation, weather knowledge, and first aid training to name but a few of the long list of
essential skills. However, in all the excitement leading up to a long voyage and ensuring that everything
is as ready as possible, we must not forget perhaps one of the most essential elements – our psychological
and emotional preparedness. Enter performance psychology.
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Up until recently, people gave this part of preparation little or no consideration. There was simply an
assumption made that in times of stress, people could manage themselves or not. Most people never really
considered an experience from the psychological or emotional demands and consequences. This holds
true across disciplines. I have worked as a performance psychology consultant for the past 30 years.
Much of this time has been devoted to working with elite performers in the context of sport and in more
recent years, to the performing arts as well as in the corporate world. What we’ve come to understand is
that our mental and emotional dimensions need training just as our technical and tactical skills need
training.

In order for us to prepare the mental (cognitive) and emotional dimensions, it is important to have at least
a basic understanding of the background.   We often hear terms like mental toughness – but what does
that really mean? Are some people born “mentally tough” and others not? The good news is that things
like mental toughness and solid decision-making skills can actually be learned and developed – just like
technical skills can be learned and developed.

For starters, it helps to understand the language of performance. For example, total performance is
comprised of 5 components; doing, physiology, thinking, feeling, and team. Doing refers to the technical
and tactical skills of sailing. Physiology refers literally to our physical well-being – fueled, rested,
hydrated – or in other words, just general health and ensuring that our bodies can function at the level that
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is needed. Thinking is the mental part of performance – thinking, decision making, processing
information – in essence our entire cognitive realm. Feeling is simply our emotional state – and more
specifically from a performance perspective, our ability to manage our emotions and to respond
appropriately. And finally, that leaves team. Yes, we need functional and healthy interpersonal dynamics.

Performance Systems

Performing well under pressure means we have taken the time to prepare ourselves on all of these
dimensions. I refer to these as systems – simply put, are all systems functioning well? Are all systems
prepared to handle difficult and challenging situations or conditions? Using the term “systems” makes it
easier to understand and furthermore, it parallels the language of systems in a boat. In the same way that a
boat has many systems – mechanical, electrical etc., we as human beings also have systems.

Of course, the question we are really asking in preparation for a long voyage is, “are each of the systems
mentioned equipped to handle the stress and pressure of a long passage?” Can I manage myself in
challenging conditions? Can I maintain clear thinking (decision making) in times of stress? In reality,
anyone can function like a champion in peaceful, calm, non-threatening environments; however, that’s
not what we’re preparing for. Once we leave the security of shore and easy access to sheltered bays or
marinas, we have to be prepared to handle anything the environment dishes out. We cannot run for
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shelter, so we have to be prepared for anything.

This discussion is limited to the mental and emotional systems and to some extent the team system. In
order to prepare these systems we need to understand the dimensions of how we function as a human
being. We function primarily in three domains: the cognitive, the emotional and the core of who we are.
We could add a fourth, which is the spiritual, but that’s for another time.

WHY are we venturing offshore?

The inner most dimension is the core of who we are. It’s this part of us that defines us differently from
any other person on earth. It is in the core area where our passions, gifts, values, beliefs and so on reside.
This level or dimension informs our choices and decisions. It’s at this level that the ‘why we do
anything’ question gets answered. Curiously enough, this is also important when preparing for a long
passage. Essentially, each of us has to answer for ourselves WHY we want to embark on a long passage.
If the answer to that question is because it fulfills something deep within us – our passion, dream or
aspiration – we will likely be far more robust in times of stress. Alternatively, if an individual does not
have a good answer for that question, that person will be far more vulnerable in times of stress or
pressure. They will not be as robust, or resilient. The ‘why we do anything’ question is an important
component of mental toughness.

Thinking under pressure

The cognitive domain is where our thoughts, ruminations and decision making reside. And yes, we can
train this domain. For example, we can train ourselves to hold our focus on our task to the exclusion of all
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other distractions. This, of course, requires us to know what our task is at any given moment, and we also
need to understand that our task can change multiple times in quick succession. When talking about
distractions, of course we include typical things like fear. Fear is something we all face from time to time,
and of course with varying reactions or responses. Some people may discover that they freeze when
confronted with a stressful situation. Some people stay calm, cool and collected and go into “rational
thinking” mode. It is important for each of us to learn how we respond and ask simple questions like “is
my typical reaction or response helpful or not helpful?” If I realize that my typical response is not helpful,
I need to slowly but surely train myself to respond in a more helpful or appropriate manner.

Fear is generally based on our ‘perception’ of an event or the ‘perspective’ we carry into an event. Fear
is often based on the unknown. It is human nature to fear the unknown. And this reaction generally comes
from our imagination. Our mind consciously or unconsciously creates a story around an event, based on
piecing together parts of other stories that we have either experienced personally or have read about.
Often this fear response is based on fiction rather than truth. Not always certainly, but often. Our minds
are brilliant at creating worst case scenarios and if left unchecked, we work ourselves into a frightful state
about something that has not even happened, or may never happen. For a great discussion on the topic of
fear, I would encourage you to read a book called “The Fear Project” by Jaimal Yogis.

Enter the discussion on mental toughness. Mental toughness simply is a person’s ability to remain calm,
cool and collected in times of challenge or adversity or stress. In other words, can I hold it together
mentally and emotionally when a situation becomes challenging. These are the mental skills any one of us
can learn and develop. The good news, these are not skills any one person is born with, meaning anyone
can learn and master these skills.

Another book worth reading on this topic is Chris Hadfield’s book called “An Astronauts Guide to Life
on Earth.” Chris Hadfield had a brilliant question he would ask himself in preparing for space travel and
all the possible contingencies – “what’s the next thing that can kill me?” This became an important
question for him precisely to manage his thoughts and emotions. This was not a fear-based question,
rather a question of preparation. The intention of this question is essentially anticipating possible
scenarios and then preparing ourselves to manage those scenarios well. A question like this essentially
helps us create another check list, in this case of mental and emotional coping skills. In the world of Chris
Hadfield, the more prepared he was for anything and everything, the more he was able to remain calm,
cool and collected when things did get challenging, because he had already prepared an appropriate
response. The more prepared we are in managing the mental and emotional domains, the more likely we
will be to remain calm, cool, and collected, if and when we face the challenge.

Emotional reactions and responses

It is true that our cognitive system and emotional system are closely linked, and yet we can treat them as
discrete systems. Some of the discussion above certainly applies to the emotional system; however, it is
important to devote attention to this system on its own.   Here it becomes a question of “Can I control my
emotions in times of stress? Can I respond and react appropriately so that I can function well when things
get difficult, when I’m fatigued, when I’m frustrated, or when I’m bored?” The good news again, is that
we can learn to be more emotionally robust or resilient.
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The question I’m often asked is “how do I become more mentally tough?” The answer to this is both
complex and simple. The complexity involved with this answer is beyond the scope of this discussion.
The short and simple answer goes like this: Dry land training is a term used to describe any additional
training one does – like going to the gym or going running for example – that will make one better
equipped to perform well in any sport. This same principle applies to developing mental toughness. In
this case, because we are talking about developing the skills to manage our thoughts and emotions,
literally any waking moment is an opportunity for dry land training for mental toughness. Any situation I
encounter in the normal course of my day is an opportunity to test my reactions and responses.

I can start with asking simple questions like “is my reaction or response to this situation helping or not
helping?” If the truthful answer is it’s not helping, well then I’ve just given myself the opportunity to
determine what a better reaction or response might be and then systematically work at making the
alternative (better) response the typical response.

Does this seem simplistic? It is. There is no mystery to this strategy. It simply requires me to be more 
mindful of how I function, truthful in terms of understanding fully the results of my reactions and
responses and disciplined in changing my reactions or responses if I recognize my current ways of
reacting or responding are not helpful. In the same manner as any training, we need to know where our
current thresholds are and then consciously seek out situations that are more and more demanding. As I
learn to manage myself in one context, I will learn what works and what does not, and then use this
information to function well in more difficult or more challenging situations.

In other words, the training and preparation required for offshore sailing is learning to be okay with the
unknown. Learning to be okay with being out of our comfort zone. Learning to embrace challenge and
adversity.

One final thought, based on my experience of sailing across the Atlantic with one other person, that is, I
found I had to come to grips with my mortality. This was an unexpected line of thinking for me. Early in
the voyage, I realized that there was a point at which I was literally beyond help – unless some random
rescuer happened to come along. I spent two days coming to grips with the fact that no matter how much
preparation we had done, and how well prepared we thought we were, random and unexpected things can
and do happen from time to time. Things we simply cannot prepare for. It was this realization I had to
come to grips with and make peace with. I had to accept the fact that something beyond our control might
happen and that a series of events could possibly lead to my death. And I had to be okay with that. It was
a difficult thought process to work through, and yet the result was highly rewarding. A level of peace
settled in that has remained with me to this day. I know that it contributed substantially to my feeling a
sense of calm and clear thinking in times of challenge.

In conclusion, we must remember the purpose of this discussion, and that is to understand the emotional
and cognitive dimensions of performance. Specifically, how can I prepare myself mentally and
emotionally for the challenges of a long offshore passage in order to perform well when I lose sight of
shore.

About The Author

Roger Friesen
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Ultimatum - C&C 34 Sloop

Roger took up sailing 15 years ago - bringing to life a dream he had harboured since 12 years old. In that
time, sailing has taken him up and down our West Coast, as well as the Caribbean. 7 years ago he sailed
with one other friend across the Atlantic, fulfilling a life long dream of ‘off shore’ adventure. In his
capacity of sport psychology consultant, Roger has worked with many sailors, several racing teams
including most recently String Theory who won their division in the 2014 VicMaui Race.  

When not teaching or working as a mental training consultant, Roger and his wife Monica spend as much
time as possible sailing our coastal waters. 

_______________________________________________
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Lessons Learned the Hard Way . . . Running Aground!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/lessons-learned-the-hard-way-running-aground/

Norm shares another valuable lesson learned from running aground in Mexico.  If you put a lot of miles
under your keel, it is not a question of if you will run aground but when.  That being said, there are many
steps you can take to minimize the likelihood of it happening to you.

Situation

We were cruising the coast of Pacific Mexico and had just spent a couple of days in a lovely but shallow
bay that was accessed by a narrow channel.  It was a gorgeous morning.  We lifted the anchor and
motored slowly down the channel towards the sea, enjoying views of the quaint village with its many
colourful buildings illuminated by the early morning sun.  Suddenly the boat shuddered to a stop!  We
were aground!  A quick glance at the chartplotter showed we at least 100 feet north of our planned route
and the safe track we had laid down when cautiously entering the anchorage just a few days ago.  We
jammed the throttle lever down and turned the wheel hard to port.  The engine roared in protest but
slowly drove the boat forward, plowing a deep furrow along the muddy bottom as we headed back to the
middle of the channel and deep water.  We were lucky to lose northing more than bottom paint during this
incident.  It could have been much worse.
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Mistake Made

We knew the route to follow and had it loaded into our chartplotter.  We even had a track on the
chartplotter to follow.  Yet we ran aground.  Our mistake was simple carelessness, combined with
incorrect use of the available navigational tools.  We were both distracted by the scenery as we motored
along.  Because we were zoomed out too far we failed to notice we had drifted off our route and the safe
track.  Also, because both of us were enjoying the view, neither of us were watching the depth sounder
closely enough to notice the changing depth until it was too late.  This was just one incident.  We have
had several other close calls, many of them here on the west coast.  Virtually all were avoidable.  Here are
some of the lessons we have learned on how to prevent an accidental grounding.

Lessons Learned

Good Planning: Research where you will go, create a route, load it into your chartplotter and then follow
that route.  If you change the plan due to wind and current, then update the route you will follow with a
similar level of research. Hazards may exist along the new route.

Chart Accuracy: If sailing in other countries, know the accuracy of your paper and electronic charts. 
Use radar overlay, Google Earth and other tools for chart accuracy verification.

Paper Chart Review: Before departure look at paper charts for the best overview of the cruising area and
all the potential hazards.  It is easy to miss things by viewing only electronic charts.

Tides & Currents: Always check the tides and currents for the day, particularly as they pertain to
shallow passes and the entries to anchorages.  Know what the depth will be when you will pass these
areas and have these depths noted down in your logbook for reference.

Make a Safe Route: Load your route into your chartplotter, even if cruising a familiar area.  And don’t
save the route.  Delete it when the cruise is over.  This will force you to review the route and refresh your
memory each and every time you load it into your chartplotter.  Zoom down to the lowest level so you
can see the depths and all the hazards.  We now do this for routes of only a few miles that we have sailed
many times before.  Familiarity can breed complacency and carelessness.  Do you really know exactly
where all the rocks are along the route?  Maybe you have not looked at that particular chart for years!
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Load your route into your chartplotter or navigation program carefully noting all hazards. Do not leave
the anchorage without a plan and a route to follow.

Double Check the Route: Consider loading your route into a second device such as your laptop or iPad. 
Sometimes the charts are different and will show different depths or hazards.  Then caution is required. 
In BC waters we typically load routes into our Raymarine chartplotter that uses Navionics charts, and into
Costal Explorer that uses Canadian Hydrographic raster and vector charts.

Refer to Cruising Guides: If going to a new anchorage, review cruising guides for information about
entry, best anchoring locations and local hazards.  Often there will be a warning to keep away from a
certain treacherous rock at the harbour entrance that is not so obvious on the chart.
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Review cruising guides for information on best anchorage spots and possible hazards in the area.

Prepare in Advance: Do all your planning the night before departure.  This gives you time to carefully
review the charts, load your route into the chartplotter and review the guides.  Do not lift the anchor and
head off without a plan and a route to follow unless you are just going for a day sail in English Bay.

Stay on Course: Once underway, follow the route.  Have someone assigned as helmsperson with the task
of keeping the boat on course.  Then the others can enjoy the scenery and take photos.
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The helmsperson should constantly monitor the boat’s position to make sure you are sailing along the
planned route. Radar can be used to verify position and confirm chart accuracy.

Use Extra Caution: When entering a narrow or treacherous area be sure to zoom in on your chartplotter
so you can more easily tell if you are on course.  Keep your head up for navigational references.  Put
someone on the bow to watch for rocks and shallow areas.  Assign another person to watch the depth
sounder and call out the depths.  Note if the depths are consistent with your chart information and
expectations in your logbook notes.

Use Track Mode: Always keep your chartplotter or laptop navigational program in track mode.  Then
when the time comes to exit an anchorage or narrow channel you can follow the track to safe water.  Be
sure that the tide and depths are similar to when you entered or take the change into account.

Navigate with Discipline: Finally, be disciplined when it comes to following these basic safe navigating
practices.  Plan the route carefully in advance.  When underway the person at the helm must stay focused
on the important task of keeping the boat on the safe course you have set.

Repairs

The grounding incident in Mexico was resolved with a little sandpaper and some bottom paint during our
next haul out.  We were very lucky!

Have a Story?
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We have all made mistakes and learned valuable lessons the hard way. Do you have a story you want to
share with BCA members, so we can learn from your experience? If so, please submit it for publication in
this column.  Thanks!

Send us your story with ‘OOPS!’ in the subject line.

About The Author

Norm Cooper

Sarah Jean II - Saga 43

Norm and his wife, Beth, spent three years cruising in Mexico, across the South Pacific to New Zealand
and then back home to Vancouver. He is now active as a volunteer with BCA. Norm is an ISPA certified
sailing instructor, Together with Beth he operates Ocean Forest Voyaging offering offshore sailing
instruction, cruising reference books and passage planning software.

_______________________________________________
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Battery Voltage vs Battery Capacity

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/battery-voltage-vs-battery-capacity/

The best way to determine remaining battery capacity is by using a self-learning battery monitor with a
percentage state of charge function (SOC). However, not every boat is equipped with that type of device
nor does every boat owner have such a device in their budget. If the only means of estimating remaining
battery capacity is a voltage meter, then a reasonable approximation can be made based on an accurate
digital voltage measurement with a battery utilizing lead/acid chemistry.

A standard lead/acid cell has a voltage range from 2VDC-2.12VDC; so a 12VDC battery (six cells) will
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have a nominal range of 12.0VDC-12.72VDC. These numbers are resting potentials and slightly higher
values will be seen due to “surface charge”. For estimating purposes, 12.6VDC to 12.7VDC would be
100% charged.  A battery at 12VDC is essentially discharged and a battery at 12.2VDC is 50% charged. 
It is a slim 0.2VDC between the desired recharge point of 50% capacity, and the undesirable fully
discharged state that separates good battery management from poor battery management.

Although it is possible to estimate battery capacity using a voltage reading, it is far easier and more
accurate to use a battery monitor.

-Lyle

PYS Electrical Technician

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.
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"Bon Voyage" Packages Ready for Presentation to BCA
"Leavers"

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/bon-voyage-packages-ready-presentation-bca-leavers/

Not only are members of the Vancouver Fleet busy preparing themselves and their boats for offshore, but
every year, a small committee within that group dedicates a not insignificant amount of time to
researching, sourcing and assembling “leaver” or “bon voyage” packages for all BCA members who plan
to cast off their lines and head south in that same year.  The offshore package is a long-standing BCA
tradition, and while not designed to contain the essentials for one’s voyage, the many diverse items in the
2015 package fit into multiple categories; they are all useful, entertaining, informative, educational,
relationship-saving and/or life-saving (the latter items hopefully never needed) and more!

The contents of the package vary from year to year.  Each committee builds on the experience of the
previous committee and takes feedback from previous leavers into consideration;  some items are now
“standard” such as the waterproof case, letters of introduction, the BCA burgee, and a USB stick loaded
with all sorts of information useful to offshore mariners, while others are new and innovative.  This year,
for example, committee members successfully lobbied industry for donations to the package, an initiative
that has resulted in an amazing collection of goodies for the approximately 16 or so members who are
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heading offshore in the next few months.

BCA would like to acknowledge and thank this year’s generous donors:

Chyna Sea Ventures
Spectra Watermakers
G&F Packaging
WestJet
Shelter Island Marina and Boatyard
Nesika Insurance
Travelers Insurance
RBC Royal Bank
North Sails
Hydrovane

Kudos to the Offshore Packages Committee – Peter Jacobs, Susan McKechnie, Dale Gebhard, Elena
Crippen and Anne Tichborne – for a job well done!  In addition, as they have done for many years,
Vancouver Fleet Coordinators, Cam and Marianne McLean also played an instrumental role, providing
overall direction to the committee, and collecting and maintaining the list of leavers from all three
Chapters.
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Robin Urquhart and Fiona McGlynn (SV Monark) with their “bon voyage” package

Congratulations to BCA members who are counting down the days to their departure!  May fair winds
and following seas be yours.

 

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
is Commodore of BCA.
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Quick Boating Guide to Mexico

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/quick-boating-guide-to-mexico/

Mike Northup, from Defiant, has shared this quick boating guide to Mexico with us. This document is not
an official government guide. It is meant to be a brief set of guidelines and resources to help you
understand the process of entering Mexico by sea and complete the immigration process (Maritime
Mexico FMM Process).

Since many of our fleet members will be sailing to Mexico later this summer, we thought this may be of
help.

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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About the Vancouver Fleet

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/about-the-vancouver-fleet/

Fleet is an education focus group for those planning to head offshore in the next year or two. The Fleet
group meets regularly and offers additional training in the form of meetings, workshops, vendors’ visits
and boat visits. Fleet is also excellent for Doners, who are preparing for another voyage, get primed,
updated and meet the people you will be voyaging with. To join Fleet you must be a BCA member.

Vancouver Fleet

If you are planning to sail offshore in the next year or two, either on your own boat or someone else’s,
consider joining the Vancouver Fleet of 2015/16, which will have its first meeting at 1900h on Tuesday,
September 22th at the Scottish Cultural Centre. The Fleet meets every 4th Tuesday of the month and has
presentations or group discussions on a variety of topics of interest to Fleet members.  The cost is $50 per
boat for the year.

How to Join

If you are interested in joining the 2015/16 Vancouver Fleet, contact Cam and Marianne for more
information. It may taken them a while to respond to you as they are sailing the Salish Sea during the
Summer months. So… be patient 

About The Author
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Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.

_______________________________________________
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About the Vancouver Island Fleet

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet/

Fleet is an education focus group for those planning to head offshore in the next year or two. The Fleet
group meets regularly and offers additional training in the form of meetings, workshops, vendors’ visits
and boat visits. Fleet is also excellent for Doners, who are preparing for another voyage, get primed,
updated and meet the people you will be voyaging with. To join Fleet you must be a BCA member.

VI Fleet

If you are planning to sail offshore in the next year or two, either on your own boat or someone else’s,
consider joining the VI Fleet of 2015/16, which will have its first meeting at 6:30 pm on Wednesday,
September 30th at Royal Victoria Yacht Club. The Fleet meets every two weeks and has presentations or
group discussions on a variety of topics of interest to Fleet members.  The cost is $60 per boat for the
year.

Weather Group

Many Fleet members also join the Weather Group, which meets on the same nights immediately after
Fleet.  The Weather Group is designed to help participants increase their understanding of global weather
and to develop skills in analyzing and applying weather information available at sea.

How to Join
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If you are interested in joining the 2015/16 Fleet or Weather Group, contact us for more information.  It
may take us a while to reply, as we’ll be cruising to Alaska this summer and will only occasionally have
internet access.

About The Author

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators

Cookie Cutter - Peterson 36 Cutter

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin have been BCA members since 2000. They cruised the Pacific
Ocean over a ten-year period, returning to BC from Japan in 2012. Connie and Peter serve as the
Vancouver Island Fleet Coordinators.
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